
Yotam Peled was born in a Kibbutz in the north of Israel in ‘89. Since childhood he has practiced fine 
arts, athletics, and Capoeira. At the age of 21, after finishing service in the Israeli defense forces, he 
began dancing, and later on pursued higher education in contemporary circus. In 2015 Yotam relocated 
to Berlin, and since then he has been working as a freelance performer with several European 
choreographers, among them Maura Morales, Yann L'hereux, Troels Primdahl, Jill Crovisier and Mitia 
Fedotenko. In the last few years he has been creating his own choreography, which toured festivals and 
venues in Israel, Germany, Poland, Italy, Spain, France, Japan, Thailand and Vietnam. His solo 
performance ‘Boys Don’t Cry’ has received awards from Awaji Circus Art festival, Wurzburg tanzSpeicher, 
MASDANZA festival, Gdansk dance festival and Corpomobile festival Rome. His first ensemble work 
‘Entropia’ was created as part of the project ‘THINK BIG’ - a collaboration of the city opera of Hanover 
and TANZtheater International festival. Yotam was selected for the prestigious TalentLAB platform in the 
Grand Theatre de la ville Luxembourg, offered a creation residency for his project ‘ALPHA’, mentored by 
choreographer Hofesh Shechter. In November 2019 he will be a resident choreographer in Skopje Dance 
Theater, and in March-May he will create work for EDCM, Canada. 
 
2016/7 - Boys Don’t Cry 
 

I am afraid that if I stop moving, I will feel it all. It will sink inside - the loneliness, the impotence, the taste 
of tears that goes down the throat. So I never stop - from a party to another, from one man to another, 
never leaving enough space to feel the emptiness. 'Boys Don't Cry' reflects on old and new perceptions of 
masculinity, through a journey in the memory lane of a man in transition. It is a catharsis, a realization that 
one will never fit society’s expectations of him, and exactly at that moment - he is granted absolute 
freedom. A solo dance piece, toured extensively (2016-2019) in Europe and Asia, winner of the audience 
award - “Street Art Festival”, Awaji Island / Japan”, jury’s 3rd prize - “solo tanzSpeicher” Würzburg / 
Germany, jury’s special mention for solo - “MASDANZA festival” Gran Canaria / Spain, residency and 
best dancer award - “Corpo-mobile festival” Rome / Italy, jury’s 3rd prize and audience award - “Gdansk 
Dance Festival”. 
 
Choreography, Performance: Yotam Peled 
Music: People Skills 
Supported by STEP travel grants. 
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/351684421 

https://vimeo.com/351684421


2018 - Home.Alone 
 

 
A story of two bodies, jumping between memories and unexplored fantasies. They go through an 
almost-mechanical repetition of rituals in an attempt to feel, to recapture something that was lost, to 
(ap)prove their choice in each-other.Their fear of loneliness brings them together, their fear of 
commitment brings them apart. Home.Alone is a reflection of a generation lost between ideas of old 
romanticism and postmodern nihilist culture, born into a world of couples, families, a world fearing 
loneliness, where one can be one only if he finds another. 
A duet which premiered in Uferstudios / Berlin, April 2018 
Performed at the theater “Die Tonne” Reutlingen, November 2018, and in “EXPLOSIVE” festival, Bremen, 
where it received the jury’s prize. 
 
Text, Choreography: Yotam Peled 
Dramaturgic assistance: Lee Meir 
Performers: Myriel Welling, Yotam Peled 
Music: Donnie & Joe Emerson, The Ronettes, Deru 
Supported by the Israeli Embassy in Berlin, Ada/Ufer studios.  
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/260676109 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://vimeo.com/260676109


 
2018 - Entropia 
 

 
A creation for an ensemble of 9 dancers. Entropia creates a link between underground rave culture and 
prophecy, by exploring chaos, escapism and freedom. Created as part of "Think Big - artist residency 
program 2018", a joint initiative by the ballet of the State Opera Hannover and TANZtheater 
INTERNATIONAL. Funded by: Stiftung Niedersachsen, Landeshauptstadt Hannover / Kulturbüro, Stiftung 
Kulturregion Hannover und Region Hannover 
 
Concept, Text, Choreography: Yotam Peled 
Production & Dramaturgic assistance: Sophie Thuma 
Performers: Tuan Ly, Enrico Paglialunga, Chris Wang, Luigi Sardone, Iacopo Loliva, Marie Hanna 
Klemm, Erin O'reilly, Margarida Neto, Amie-Blaire Chartier 
Music: Danilo Colonna / LVM, Joachim Spieth, Norberto Lusso 
 
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/289073409 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2018 - Jonah 
 

 
Jonah is a man who lives between memories and prophecies. Some think he is a fool, a clown, 
a romanticist - for how can you follow a man who sees with eyes closed? 
His burden is the knowledge of what is to come. His fear of facing society brings him to solitude. 
He longs for a journey, he dreams of the ocean - of a way out. 
He sets on an adventure. In his encounter with nature he discovers a primal connection to his 
body, one that he has not experienced before. Like a trance, he exposes himself and lets the 
movement take over him. Slowly he begins to form connections to all that is inside and outside 
of him, and his anxieties calm. He wakes from the trance a little different. A simple truth floating 
in his chest, something he has forgotten long ago, that we have all forgotten. With a new 
appreciation to the nature around him, and the nature inside of him, he lets the waves carry him 
back to his mission. 
A short film created by Yotam Peled, commissioned by Napapijri. Awarded and Presented in Flux, Paris, 
and in Bucharest Dance Film festival. 
 
Concept, Choreography, Performance: Yotam Peled 
Direction: Emilia Kurylowicz 
Video and Sound Editing: Yotam Peled 
Camera: Emilia Kurylowicz 
Music by: Marc Arrigoni / Sombrero(s) 2017 
Costume Design: Marco Scaiano Berlin 
Commissioned by: Napapijri 
 
https://vimeo.com/334832823 
 
 
 
 

https://vimeo.com/334832823


2019 - ALPHA 

ALPHA is an intense, highly physical and theatrical dance performance that explores acts of domination 
and submission and a transformation of gender roles. The piece takes place in a parallel universe, in 
which the biblical narrative of creation has been altered - Eve has never shared the apple with Adam, 
resulting in a dark, matriarchal existence. The five individuals who carry the story each have a different 
role and approach to power and freedom. They collide in hope of releasing themselves from oppression, 
and eventually a rave is manifested, a catharsis, a rare opportunity to regain lost paradise for a brief 
moment. ALPHA is inspired by experiences in the techno clubs of Berlin, an inclusive space for the 
underdogs, in which contrasting concepts such as life and death, darkness and purity, pleasure and pain, 
coexist. 
 
Concept & choreography: Yotam Peled 
Collaborating dancers: Marie Hanna Klemm, Erin O'Reilly, Amie-Blaire Chartier, Luigi Sardone, Iacopo 
Loliva  
Light design: Rasmus Lauvring 
Costume design: Grzegorz Matląg / Wsiura 
Dramaturgic assistance: Valentin Braun 
Communication & tour management: Valeria Cosi, Laia Montoya  
Set, props & soundtrack design: Yotam Peled 
Music by: Yotam Peled, øjeRum, Istrefi 
ALPHA is co-produced by TRAUMABARUNDKINO, and supported by the Choreographic Center of 
Heidelberg. The project was selected to TalentLAB#19, Grand Theatre of Luxembourg for a creative 
residency mentored by renowned choreographer Hofesh Shechter. 
 
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/356926963 
 


